JUST CAN’T GET YOU OUT OF MY HEAD!
Frustrated travellers use the ‘Musical Brain Trainer’ to plant foreign
words and phrases into their heads!
Fed up with not being able to speak the local lingo while on Vacation? A revolutionary new
approach to learning uses the same brain function that causes us to repeat catchy tunes
(‘earworms’) all day. Travellers can now quickly learn a language without even trying!
The new language courses released by Earworms mbt (Musical Brain Trainer) uses music in a
unique way leaving travellers with their heads full of the words and phrases they need, ready
for instant recall.
The powerful effect music can have on memory has been used by advertisers for years in the
form of annoyingly memorable jingles and sound bites. The educational potential of this
phenomenon however, has remained largely untapped. Course author and language tutor
Marlon Lodge started using music in the classroom and was amazed at the results. The rapid
progress shown by his students was mirrored by greater self-motivation and the whole learning
process was found to be much more enjoyable and relaxing than traditional rote learning.
Looking into the science he then discovered that the human mind (the auditory cortex) had an
amazing capacity to retain information far better when presented in melodic patterns. “My
students now find it incredibly easy to remember even the most complicated words and
phrases. I put a lot of work into breaking the language down into optimal bite-sized chunks
and found that when combined with the music, the target language was firmly anchored into
memory. This approach allowed instant recall and gave pupils a good intuitive understanding
of the grammar of the target language”.
While for many people attempts to learn a foreign language can prove frustrating and
ultimately ineffective, Earworms has the unique advantage of being a proven success, with a
method that is convenient and made in heaven for today’s busy traveller. Mimicking the way
we are taught language as children, the music and tunes that teach vocabulary and structure
need minimal concentration and can be listened to anywhere and everywhere – while stuck in
traffic, at the gym or even on the plane to your holiday destination!
Now travellers who have tried (and given up) language learning in the past have discovered a
new-found ability to communicate in the local language while on Vacation. CDs are flying off
the shelves, while mp3 download versions have topped the iTunes number one spots in the UK
& USA outselling bestsellers such as Brokeback Mountain and the Da Vinci Code (and gaining
great reviews).
Travelling is an education in itself, but using the new Earworms courses to learn a language,
any vacation or business trip can now be transformed into a more enjoyable and fulfilling
experience.
Earworms courses in 10 languages are available in most bookshops nationwide,
on Amazon and also available from the Earworms’ website:
www.earwormslearning.com
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